So	MACHINE  DESIGN.
cessive equal intervals of time. At B a convenient distance, c-d, is taken as base-line to represent the time required by the point to travel the distance a-b. c-d is divided into as many equal parts as a-b has unequal parts, and these distances 1-2, 2-3, etc., represent equal increments of time, J/. At 2 on c-d erect the ordinate MN = distance 1-2 of a-b. Similarly at 3 on c-d, erect an ordinate = distance 1-3, of a-b. Continue for all points on c-d. The ordinate at 7 will, of course, equal a-b itself. Draw a smooth curve through the ends of these onlinates. This will give a displacement curve on a time base. The onlinates represent distances, the abscissjc, time. At N draw the tangent NP and the horizontal NO. Then will OP represent the
,    .       </.v    J.v velocity of the point when it is at position 2; for velocity ••••••- -.- - •-•-,
and, since OP equals the displacement increment for the time
J.v    OP
NO, if the velocity at N held for the entire interval NO, -.-•    y }.
OP expressed in distance units divided by NO in time units, gives the actual velocity of the point at position 2 in velocity units. It is clear since the same vector, ~ATO, is taken each time to represent At, that the intercepts OP, 777, etc., may be taken themselves as the velocity vectors for the respective positions.
At C, then, which is the velocity diagram of the point on a time base, OP—which is the velocity vector for position 2 is laid off as an ordinate at 2. Similarly for the other positions, as TV at 4. The smooth curve cPUd is then drawn.
From the velocity diagram on the time base, since accelera-
Av tion=—, the vectors are derived for the acceleration diagram
at
as described in sec. 47. Such an acceleration diagram is shown at D, laid off on a time base. It could be transferred readily to the position base shown at A.

